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#GiornataDellaRicerca2022
The regeneration of the spaces dedicated to MilanExpo2015 led to the birth of MIND—Milano Innovation District—where 
@humantechnopole, a pillar of excellence, has grown in the #lifesciences field.

Watch the full video: https://vimeo.com/647830115/2d37e9abef

Buona Pasqua from your friends at the Embassy of Italy!
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#GiomataDellaRicerca2022
The DADO Museum represents an important goal of learning about the //biodiversity of the Mediterranean Sea, collecting over a 
century of scientific zoological activity with szn_dohrn.

Found in the southern region of Puglia, Trulli are entirely made of limestone and built with a prehistoric technique still in use to 
this day. Some of these structures date back from as early as the mid-14th century. The best preserved examples of them are 
found in the town of Alberobello.

Each Trullo is built of carefully-positioned stones, forming a conical or domed roof with a pinnacle placed at the top, and many 
display religious and spiritual symbols. Though their appearance seems simple, the roofing design creates a gutter system to 
prevent leaking, and double-skinned walls create natural insulation. The Trulli served as temporary field shelters, storehouses, 
and even permanent dwellers for farmers.

Alberobello continues to be a lively community adapting to the needs of modern life. Many people renovated the interior of the 
Trulli while retaining the original exterior shape and reside in them today. There are approximatetly 1600 trulli left today in the 
city!

The Trulli of Alberobello was inscribed as a @UNESCOworldheritage site in 1996 for its remarkable architectural glimpse into 
history. This year, it will celebrates its 25th year of inscription with an international contemporary art exhibition.

//UNESCOWorldHeritage //Italy //UNESCO //Italia //Trulli //Alberobello //Explore //Beautiful //Travel //History //ILikeltaly //Ancient 
//Architecture s //Puglia //Southernltaly //Tourism
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pnsert quiz sticker]
How many Trulli are left today in Alberobello?

a) 100
b) 900
c) 1600 (correct)
d) 2400

pnsert creative]

Learn more about this gorgeous @UNESCOworldheritage site! 
[repost IG post to story]

#GiornataDellaRicerca2022
Researchers around the world use #SRT, Sardinia Radio Telescope, a 64-meter parabolic antenna with avant-garde 
technologies, managed by @mediainaf in San Basilio (Province of Cagliari), to investigate the universe in radio waves.

Credit: S. Poppi/INAF

Buona Pasqua from your friends at the Embassy of Italy!

Today, families and friends across Italy will sit down for delicious meals with regional roots—including casatiello, a savory cake 
with roots in Naples: torta pasqualina, a savory dish filled with eggs, ricotta, and artichokes with roots in northwestern Italy; and 
ciambelle di Pasqua, sweet donuts with roots in southern Italy.

Do you celebrate any Italian Easter traditions?

#GiornataDellaRicerca2022
Italy and @agenziaspazialeitaliana play a prestigious and recognized role within the international space community, thanks to 
//cooperation between research bodies, national agencies, and governments around the world.

Credit: @NASA
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#GiornataDellaRicerca2022
The goal of preserving the cultural heritage is cultivated by researchers such as Marco Leona, Department Director of 
Scientific Research at @metmuseum, thanks to the Collaboration with colleagues in , and around the world.

Find out more: https://voutu.be/ZI IXXI96ol

Found in the southern region of Puglia, Trulli are entirely made of limestone and built with a prehistoric technique still in use to 
this day. Some of these structures date back from as early as the mid-14th century. The best preserved examples of them are 
found in the town of Alberobello.

Each Trullo is built of carefully-positioned stones, forming a conical or domed roof with a pinnacle placed at the top, and many 
display religious and spiritual symbols. Though their appearance seems simple, the roofing design creates a gutter system to 
prevent leaking, and double-skinned walls create natural insulation. The Trulli served as temporary field shelters, storehouses, 
and even permanent dwellers for farmers.

Alberobello continues to be a lively community adapting to the needs of modern life. Many people renovated the interior of the 
Trulli while retaining the original exterior shape and reside in them today. There are approximately 1600 trulli left today in the 
city!

The Trulli of Alberobello was inscribed as a @UNESCOworldheritage site in 1996 for its remarkable architectural glimpse into 
history. This year, it will celebrate its 25th year of inscription with an international contemporary art exhibition.

This year's @filmfestdc will feature two Italian films for in-person screening at Landmark's E Street Cinema. If you're in the DMV, 
don't miss these showings:

"The Right to Happiness" by Claudio Rossi Massimi (April 22 at 8:00 PM ET and April 24 at 7:15 PM ET)
"Three Floors" by Nanni Moretti (April 24 at 5:00 PM ET and April 30 at 6:00 PM ET)

April 24 will be the US premiere of "Three Floors!" Learn more about this year's Filmfest DC
https://filmfestdc.org/index.cfm

Bellissima Italia!

A jaw-dropping image of a northern Italian frozen lake recently won the People's Choice Award for Wildlife Photographer of the 
Year 2021! Italian photographer Cristiano Vendramin took the photo in 2019 during a trip to Santa Croce Lake. His incredible 
work won with votes from over 31,800 wildlife and nature enthusiasts and is now featured in the Wildlife Photographer of the 
Year exhibition running in @naturalhistorymuseum.

Vendramin believes his photo demonstrates the fact that the beauty of nature can be found anywhere, even near one's home. 

Learn more via @CNN: https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/wildlife-photoarapher-peoples-choice-intl-scli-scn/index.html

#GiomataDellaRicerca2022
Italy has a priceless heritage of archaeological and World War II wrecks at the bottom of the sea. The monitoring of 
underwater cultural sites is conducted by #ISPRA with the collaboration of the Carabinieri Underwater Unit of Rome.

Credits: @ISPRAmbiente

Buona Pasqua from your friends at the Embassy of Italy!

Today, families and friends across Italy will sit down for delicious meals with regional roots—including: 

casatiello, a savory cake with roots in Naples
torta pasqualina, a savory dish filled with eggs, ricotta, and artichokes with roots in northwestern Italy 
ciambelle di Pasqua, sweet donuts with roots in southern Italy

Do you celebrate any Italian Easter traditions?

#GiomataDellaRicerca2022
Science also plays an important role in international #diplomacy. The @OGS.it promotes advanced training and mobility 
initiatives to exchange knowledge and support Italian talents in the sector.

Credits: @lstitutoFisicaNucleare
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